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• The human brain is a complex network that seamlessly manifests behaviour
• This network can be considered as an information transportation mechanism 

comprising neurons that directly, or indirectly facilitate communication of brain 
regions. 

• Here, we show how multilayer/multiplex network analysis provides a suitable 
framework to uncover how and where structural connectivity (SC) mediates the 
efficient transportation of information—Ultimately giving rise to functional 
connectivity (FC).

Most FC 
nodes have 
paths of 
length 2

• Our novel graph metric allows the measurement of direct and indirect SC-FC using graphs 
derived from multimodal MRI data in order to uncover how and where SC pathway length 
and  connectivity strength mediates FC. 

• We will extend on this work to exploring how SC-FC multiplex bandwidth changes over time, 
relates to cognition/behaviour, and if this novel measure can characterise structural and 
functional neuroplasticity after traumatic injuries.

• We implemented a novel method to reconcile SC and FC using diffusion and 
resting-state functional MRI connectivity data from 484 subjects (272 females, 
212 males; age = 29.15 ± 3.47) from the Human Connectome Project.

• First, we first measured the number of structural paths that mediate FC nodes. 
• FC nodes with indirect paths were weighted according to their least restrictive SC 

sub-path (see Figure 1). 
• Higher weights therefore reflect greater information transportation capacity, 

which we call “SC-FC Multiplex Bandwidth”. 
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SC-FC Multiplex Bandwidth of the Human Brain

• FC nodes are most frequently connected by two SC edges (i.e., “triangles”∼45%) 
followed by three-path SC edges (i.e., “quads” ∼40%) and are rarely connected by 
one-path (direct) SC edges (∼10%; see Figure 2). 

• SC-FC triangles have the highest bandwidth between precentral, paracentral, and 
postcentral areas within the somatomotor network (See Figure 3).
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